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1. Overall Quality of the Session:
Question
Overall Quality of the Session

Average Rating
4.61

2. Overall Satisfaction with Speakers:
Question
Speaker Effectiveness: Dambisa Moyo

Average Rating
4.73
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Excellent - really enjoyed the segment and appreciated getting the book!
Think her tiredness interfered with her presentation.
Best session among many good ones. Dynamic and a good complement to other speakers’
remarks.
Great info but terrifying!!!
Extremely impressive! Very clear articulation of the economic conditions and her positions.
Thank you for her book. Best speaker overall!
Outstanding, riveting speaker and highly informative. We are so fortunate to have heard her
voice.
I wish she had more time to talk about the solutions. Thanks for the book. Hopefully it will
provide the path out of the dark future she painted in her talk.
She was a poised and effective speaker with lots of knowledge to share. The talk was a bit too
much of a promotion for her book. Lots of detail, but it would have been easier to digest if some
stories to illustrate her points.
This should have had more time allocation. It was an intriguing, comprehensive view of some of
our economic challenges.
Incredible - she is amazing and I loved her presentation. I would have been happier if she had
had the entire lunch presentation because she is so good. Thank you for providing her book!
Wish you had access to a Kindle download of the book. I don’t lug books around anymore!
Dr. Moyo has an excellent command of her facts and is wonderful speaker.
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Excellent — wish you would have let her speak longer and go for much shorter with some of the
others. Thanks for the book.
Wow, spectacular speaker and message.
The presentation was very thorough, thoughtful and information packed. She covered an
extraordinary amount of material with obvious knowledge and perspective. It was an
outstanding session.
Dambisa Moyo was very impressive and insightful. She reinforced what the Gallup speaker had
to say about productivity. Love that we received her book!
Dynamic speaker with great insights about global challenges. Look forward to reading her book.
Thanks for providing. E-version gift certificate for bonds might be something to consider (if it
exists).
Very thoughtful and thought -provoking...thank you!
Outstanding content.
I wish we had more time for her to share solutions to the challenges she laid out as well as an
opportunity to take questions from the audience.
Great session! Q&A was really lacking and then some slides.
Phenomenal speaker; insightful session.
Such a great speaker.
Good observations about the challenges but left us hanging on the solutions! I guess I need to
read the book.
Very interesting and many compelling points. Look forward to reading the book.
Great delivery of thought.
Fantastic!
Fantastic!!!
So interesting! I wish she had short-handed the problem definition, and spent more time
challenging thinking re her 10 recommendations.
So much content, so little time! Thank you for the book.
Excellent in all regards. Relevant, thought provoking and extremely well presented. Very
impressive.
I wish she would have been given more time.
Brilliant, just brilliant!
This topic was so broad that it didn’t relate directly to a board member’s role well.
BEST SPEAKER OF CONFERENCE SO FAR!!!!
She is really spectacular. The session was very relevant.
Amazing! Thank you!
Very thought provoking talk. I look forward to reading the book. Thank you.
Outstanding!
She was awesome. What a mind-blowing presentation.
Very thought provoking...can’t wait to see the blog and read her book. Thank you!
Very thought provoking.
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Profound.
Exceptional speaker!
VERY thought provoking.
Great speaker, full of knowledge.
While highly articulate, it seemed her objective was to develop a need to purchase or read her
book. I found her to sensationalize and selectively employ facts to accomplish her objective.
Also, her talk diverged significantly from the conference scope and I could not apply any of the
concepts her spoke about.
Superb in every way!!
Even a few slides (2-3) would have helped with understanding the 6 main issues. Thank you for
the book.
Interesting topics, good solutions.
Moyo is riveting! A different level of thought provoking ideas!
Fascinating and very engaging.
She makes a very compelling case and is a really effective, passionate speaker.
Would have been better to focus on a few topics was bateau of lightly touching everything.
Insightful and clear. Also thrilled that the chosen economist is not another white male. She is
dynamic!

